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Time On You
Avi Buffalo

Time On You

    D                              B/D   E/D
I wish I knew how to be someone who
    D                                  B/D   E/D
Forgot to cross their fingers every time
 Em                                                  D
Now it s summer time and I m looking at the same year
 A                    
This is not your friend
 A      Bm   A      G   F#  Em      B/D  E/D
This is not your friend to lose

I wish I knew how to be someone with
The kind of air about them that just fit
But I ve spent so much time introspecting
I donâ€™t think that I will make it

I ve spent so much time
I ve spent so much time on you
E7                 A
I can t tell if I had to
 D                             G
So if you re feeling kind of blue
            D                  G    Bm     Bb/Bm   A/Bm     G#/Bm
And she s about to break the groove
Bm     Bb/Bm           A/Bm              G#/Bm     G    
I cry into exhaustion, in a sleep where you can t see me
Bm          Bb/Bm         A/Bm           G#/Bm     G
Following dandelions and subtleties that you find in my dreams

G    F#/G Em             F#m    D
Oh I m glad, no one can talk
G    F#/G Em             F#m    D
Come to bed, you re so bold
G    F#/G Em             F#m    D
I have read those books you wrote
G    F#/G Em             F#m    D        D     G
I ve learned much from song quotes

I wish I knew how to be someone who
Forgot to cross their fingers every time
Now it summer time and I m looking at the same year
This is not your friend
This is not your friend to lose



  B/D   E/D   A       Bm       Bb/Bm     A/Bm        G#/Bm
  ---  ----  ----    ------    ------    ------      -----
e   2    2    0     
b   3    3    5     |--3--|   |--3--|   |--3--|     |-3---|
g   0    0    6     |---4-|   |---4-|   |---4-|     |--4--|
d   0  0h2    7     |----4|   |----4|   |----4|     |---4-|
a 0h2         0     |2----|   |1----|   |0----|     |-----|
E                   |-----|   |-----|   |-----|     |4----| 

A few notes....there is soooo much like improv in the song such as 
hammers ons which arent in the tab. Its all tabbed from ear. 
The chords are spot on heres alink to a live video where you 
can see the chords and the all the great little extra notes 
avi puts in there. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gq9fpp0_004

 


